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NEWS & EVENTS

Billion ringgit deal with China to strengthen 
Malaysia’s position in SEA semiconductor supply 
chain
Metalmach Micro Technology (MMT) makes its presence in the China market, further contributing to export sales and 
demand for Malaysian products and services.

The Menteri Besar of Negeri Sembilan, YAB Dato' Seri 
Haji Aminuddin Bin Harun graced the official joint venture 
collaboration between Malaysia’s Precision Metal Parts 
Manufacturer - Metalmach Micro Technology (MMT) and 
Auxiliary Materials partner from China - Future Hover Industrial 
Co., Ltd (Future Hover) to invest RM1 billion in making Malaysia 
the preferred destination for semiconductor exports in Southeast 
Asia and the world.
 As part of this collaboration, both parties will collectively 
synchronize top-of-the-line technologies and resources to offer a 
one-stop solution for the industry. This is achieved by combining 
MMT’s 40-year experience in precision machining, mold dies, and 
development of semiconductors together with Future Hover’s 
highly competitive consumables and auxiliary materials as well 
as its expertise in semiconductor testing and packaging, all under 
one roof.
 The homegrown brand and its China counterpart will be 
collectively investing RM1 billion to generate RM 10 billion in 
export revenue within the next 10 years, beginning with the 

YBhg. Dato’ Iqmal Shafiq Dato’ Seri Mohd Haniff, Chairman of Metalmach 
Micro Technology; Mr. Low Kim Yoong, Operation Director of Metalmach 
Micro Technology; YAB Dato' Seri Haji Aminuddin Harun, Menteri Besar 
Negeri Sembilan; YB Puan Nicole Tan Lee Koon, State EXCO Members 
and State Assembly of Bukit Kepayang; Mr. Alfred Foo, Business Director 
(Malaysia) of Future Hover Industrial Co., Ltd; YBhg. Dato’ Haji Najmuddin 
Sharif Sarimon, CEO of Invest Negeri Sembilan.

completion of an all-inclusive and comprehensive factory which 
will soon be set up in Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia. This will serve 
as a hub for local and international suppliers to source more 
competitive items in a shorter lead time and generate more than 
500 jobs within the region. In doing so, the two parties hope to 
provide technical training and in-depth insights into the industry, 
in an effort to contribute to building a large population of skilled 
workers in Negeri Sembilan and our country.
 Ms. Guan Mei Ying, General Manager of Future Hover, 
said, “Malaysia serves as an ideal location for us to anchor in 
the Southeast Asia region not only because of its supportive 
government but also factors such as the educated workforce, 
strategic location, and developed infrastructure that can most 
definitely bring a huge impact to our operations.”
 Through this collaboration, MMT has the opportunity to 
establish its presence in the China market, offering existing 
services to industry players within the region and further 
contributing to the export sales and demand for Malaysian 
products and services.
 Mr. Low Kim Yoong, Operations Director of MMT, said, 
“With the increasing demand and tremendous expansion of the 
semiconductor sector within Southeast Asia, this collaboration 
will not only strengthen the position of both companies within the 
region but also enhance Malaysia’s already favorable position in 
the supply chain and enable our beloved country to be the priority 
choice for semiconductor production globally.

YAB Dato' Seri Haji Aminuddin Bin Harun, Menteri Besar Negeri Sembilan 
& Mr. Low Kim Yoong, Operation Director of Metalmach Micro Technology.

Joint Venture Collaboration between Metalmach Micro Technology (MMT) 
& Future Hover Industrial Co., Ltd (Future Hover), witnessed by YAB Dato' 
Seri Haji Aminuddin Bin Harun, Menteri Besar Negeri Sembilan.
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National Energy Awards
Elevating Malaysia's competitiveness and presence in ASEAN sustainable energy landscape    

2022 marks the fifth year that the National Energy Awards 
(NEA) honours organisations, companies and individuals in 
Malaysia for their outstanding achievements and best practices 
in driving the country's sustainable energy agenda. Launched 
in 2018, the annual NEA is among initiatives by the Ministry of 
Energy and Natural Resources (KeTSA) to promote the adoption 
of sustainable energy practices across all industries and sectors 
in Malaysia. 
 The NEA serves as a strategic endeavour to recognise the 
achievements and best practices of local entities in embracing 
sustainable energy initiatives as an effort to reduce the carbon 
footprints within the energy sector and elevating Malaysia’s 
competitiveness and presence in the ASEAN sustainable energy 
landscape. 
 Winners of NEA are selected after a thorough and vigorous 
evaluation process to ensure that only the best and most 
deserving are selected and who, subsequently, will represent 
Malaysia at the ASEAN Energy Awards (AEA). The AEA is the 
highest recognition bestowed on Southeast Asian public and 
private entities for their contribution to EE and RE development 
in the ASEAN region.
 Over the past five years (2018-2022), the winners of 
Categories 1 and 2 in the NEA have represented Malaysia at 
the AEA where many have emerged as winners. Most recently, 
Malaysia brought home 12 awards from among a total of 22 
Malaysian organisations representing the country at the AEA 
held in Cambodia. 
 The country’s achievements included buildings and 
companies such as Astaka Sports Complex’s win in the Special 
Submission: Zero Energy Building category with Johor Port 
Authority Building as the 1st runner-up. CSC Steel Sdn Bhd 
won for the Energy Management for Industry Category (Large 
Industries). Under the Green Building Category, Wisma REHDA 
won in the Small & Medium Building Category. Meanwhile, 
under the ASEAN Renewable Energy Projects Awards 2022 
category, Integrated Sago Water Treatment and Resources 
Recovery Pilot Plant won in the Off-Grid category, while Biogas 
Production for Cooking Using Food Waste Anaerobic Digester in 
the Smart PJ Waste Solution Lab emerged as 2nd runner-up.
 "Malaysia’s achievements in AEA are a testimony of the 
country’s sustainable energy policies becoming a reality. We 
hope these recognitions will drive more local participation in 
adopting sustainable energy practices which will futureproof 
businesses," said Minister of Energy and Natural Resources, 
Datuk Seri Takiyuddin Hassan. He also added, “Malaysia’s 
ambition of having net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 is 
consistent with the AEA’s objectives.”
 Malaysian companies and individuals’ achievements at the 
NEA as well as AEA awards amplify the country’s efforts and 
aspirations to be the leader of sustainable energy in ASEAN. 
Their successes reflect Malaysia's leadership in rolling out 
game-changing sustainability practices in the country’s energy 
sector, thereby contributing significantly towards Malaysia's 
carbon emissions reduction target.

CATEGORY 2 - Energy Efficient Building in Green Building Large 
(WINNER) Tzu Chi Jing Si Hall.

SPECIAL AWARDS - Institutes of Higher Learning 
(WINNER) University Technology Malaysia.

CATEGORY - Energy Efficient Building in Zero Energy Building
(WINNER) Astaka Sport Complex, Petaling Jaya.
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The National Energy Awards 2022 drives more 
sustainable breakthroughs from local industries
The National Energy Awards (NEA) announced its winners for 
the year 2022 by honouring industry players for embracing and 
investing in sustainable energy practices. Spearheaded by the 
Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (KETSA), NEA is an 
award that recognises forward-thinking sustainable concepts and 
practices for Malaysia's leading business figures in the renewable 
energy, energy management, and energy efficiency sectors. 
 NEA 2022, which aligns with Malaysia's goal of becoming 
carbon-neutral by 2050, continues to increase industry 
participation and awareness of sustainable energy practices 
adhering to international standards. With the support of NEA 
2022, the nation is one step closer to achieving the objectives 
outlined in the Malaysia Renewable Energy Roadmap (MyRER), 
which futureproofs the country’s energy sector, aligning with 
Malaysia’s goal of becoming carbon-neutral by 2050.
 A total of 20 awards in three categories are available to 
Malaysian residents, businesses, and organisations, including 
institutions of higher learning. Twelve groups were chosen as NEA 
winners in the categories of Energy Management, Energy Efficient 
Building, Renewable Energy, and Special Awards. 
 The fifth edition of the NEA saw winners in Category 1 (Energy 
Management), with Medivest Sdn Bhd taking home the award for 
Energy Management for Large Buildings at Hospital Pakar Sultanah 
Fatimah HPSF. CSC Steel Sdn Bhd won the Energy Management for
an Industry award for their energy management toward efficient 
and sustainable process operations. 
 Other categories, such as Category 2 (Energy Efficient 
Building), saw BGreen Associates come out on top for Green 
Building Large category at Kepong's Tzu Chi Jing Si Hall. Kompleks 
Sukan Astaka, Majlis Bandaraya Petaling Jaya (MBPJ) won the Zero 
Green Building category.
 Concord Green Energy won first place in the Renewable 

Energy category for their project, Concord FGV Keratong 2 Biogas 
Plant: The R&D Centre of Excellence. Tenaga Nasional Berhad also 
won the On-grid Local Grid type for its PV and mini hydro project 
on Pulau Tioman.
 The winners were chosen after a thorough evaluation process 
that included panels of seasoned and knowledgeable judges. The 
winners of Categories 1 and 2 represented Malaysia at the ASEAN 
Energy Awards (AEA). The winner of the Special Awards in the 
Sustainable Energy Financing Category will be announced at the 
NEA 2022 Awards Ceremony, scheduled for March 2023.
 KETSA’s Minister, YB Datuk Seri Takiyuddin bin Hassan, 
stated in his speech, "NEA will encourage more local businesses 
and corporations to embrace the “new norm” in the electricity 
industry. I hope that NEA will continue to play its role in 
identifying Malaysian organisations that can spearhead the 
development of local and regional sustainable energy sector.”
 “These achievements have also illustrated Malaysia's efforts 
in driving the sustainable energy agenda. I am pleased that 22 
most outstanding submissions for NEA 2022 have been selected to 
represent Malaysia at the ASEAN Energy Awards 2022, in which its 
result will be announced virtually on 15 September,” added Datuk 
Seri Takiyuddin. 
 This is consistent with Malaysia's vision of reducing the 
country's reliance on carbon-based fossil fuels while developing 
alternative renewable energy resources. Essentially, this will 
put Malaysia on a path toward cleaner energy in line with 
international standards.
 

For more information, please visit NEA’s official website at 
https://www.nationalenergyaward.com.my/

Hospital Pakar Sultanah Fatimah,
Johor

CSC Steel Sdn Bhd

Concord Green
Energy Sdn Bhd Tenaga National Berhad

CATEGORY 1 (WINNER)
ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN LARGE BUILDING

CATEGORY 1 (WINNER)
ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN LARGE INDUSTRY

CATEGORY 3 (WINNER)
RENEWABLE ENERGY ON GRID NATIONAL GRID

CATEGORY 3 (WINNER)
RENEWABLE ENERGY ON 
GRID LOCAL GRID
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Astaka Sport Complex, 
Petaling Jaya KYM Tower

CATEGORY (WINNER)
ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDING
ZERO ENERGY BUILDING

CSC Steel Sdn Bhd

CATEGORY (WINNER)
ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR INDUSTRY 
LARGE INDUSTRY

CATEGORY (WINNER)
GREEN BUILDING
LARGE BUILDING

Twelve Malaysian Industry players won the 
prestigious Asean Energy Awards 2022
The Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (KeTSA) announced 
today that Malaysia brought home 12 awards in various categories 
at the ASEAN Energy Awards 2022 (AEA). Held in Cambodia, the 
AEA is Southeast Asia’s highest reward for excellence, recognising 
organisational efforts in sustainable energy management, 
practices, and efficiency in the region.
 Malaysia was represented by a total of 22 organisations from 
various categories at the AEA, earning 9 winners’ awards for the 
ASEAN Energy Efficiency and Conservation Best Practices Award 
2022 category. In the ASEAN Renewable Energy Projects Awards 
2022 category, Malaysia managed to bring home 3 winners’ 
awards, respectively.
 The purpose of ASEAN Centre for Energy’s (ACE) initiative 
and the prestigious AEA awards is to increase public awareness 
of the best practices for reducing energy use in buildings, 
businesses, and other settings. The honour motivates businesses 
to advance clean coal technology (CCT), energy efficiency, and the 
development of renewable energy sources that are more resilient, 
sustainable, and renewable.
 "Malaysia’s achievements in AEA are a testimony of the 
country’s sustainable energy policies becoming a reality. We hope 
these recognitions will drive more local participation in adopting 
sustainable energy practices which will futureproof businesses," 
said Minister of Energy and Natural Resources, Yang Berhormat 
Datuk Seri Takiyuddin Hassan.
 "Malaysia's ambition of having net-zero carbon emissions 

by 2050 is consistent with the AEA's objectives. We are also 
converting various industries to alternative renewable energy 
sources from fossil fuels, putting us on track to fulfil global 
sustainability criteria," added Yang Berhormat Datuk Seri 
Takiyuddin Hassan.
 The award serves as a showcase for innovative ideas and 
techniques for efficient energy management practices, energy 
conservation, and productivity in local businesses and buildings. 
The ACE represents the ten ASEAN Member States' (AMS) 
energy interests as an intergovernmental body within the ASEAN 
framework.

NEWS & EVENTS
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Astaka Sport Complex, 
Petaling Jaya KYM Tower

CATEGORY (WINNER)
ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDING
ZERO ENERGY BUILDING

CSC Steel Sdn Bhd

CATEGORY (WINNER)
ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR INDUSTRY 
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CATEGORY (WINNER)
GREEN BUILDING
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The BrandLaureate 2015 - 2016
– President’s Award

The BrandLaureate 2016 - 2017
– Most Sustainable Brand Award

The BrandLaureate 2017 - 2018
– Most Valuable Brand

Sin Chew Business
Excellence Awards 2016

– Product and Service Excellence
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www.facebook.com/swissma

We prefer and recommend:

Swissma SANKO Speed Deck® 
Facade Cladding (BS 8414 Compliant)
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Swissma SANKO Grip Deck® 3-Pan Roof

Bosch partners Sunway Medical Centre Velocity to 
promote mental wellness among frontliners
Empathising with frontline healthcare workers, whose workload 
significantly increased during the Covid-19 pandemic, Bosch 
launched “Project Well-being Haven” in partnership with Sunway 
Medical Centre Velocity (SMCV).
 Well-being Haven is an experience-based project aiming 
to improve the work environment of healthcare workers by 
providing them with an appropriate recovery area, equipped 
with Bosch technology and solutions. 
 The interest in more adequate resting spaces was expressed 
in a survey conducted by Bosch among almost 2,000 healthcare 
workers in Malaysia. Answering to this need, Bosch piloted the 
project by transforming SMCV’s existing lounge into a space 
that feels welcoming, calming, and  is conducive for rest and 
recuperation.
 “It has been six months since Malaysia entered the endemic 
phase. Be it endemic or pandemic, healthcare workers are 
undeniably one of the most challenging professions with high 
time pressure and stress. A good environment that enables these 
unsung heroes a quality break is therefore invaluable. Through 
the redesign of SMCV’s doctors' room, we hope to create a 
space that is reminiscent of one’s home – a space that brings 
warmth, comfort, and privacy to recuperate,” said Mr. Klaus 
Landhaeusser, managing director of Bosch Malaysia. According 
to Bosch findings, 82 percent of Malaysian healthcare workers 
confirm an increase of overtime and overnight shifts during the 

Derrick Chan (left) and Klaus Landhaeusser (right) officiated the opening of Well-being Haven to promote mental and physical wellness among frontliners.

pandemic.
 Constructed using Bosch power tools, the Well-being Haven 
space is equipped with an ergonomic kitchenette that includes 
a microwave, a built-in coffee machine, and a refrigerator from 
Bosch’s home appliances line, as well as the right ambience 
setting with music played straight from personal phones 
connected via Bluetooth through Electro-Voice’s Evolve speaker 
from Bosch Building Technologies. Malaysia’s top wellness 
technology provider Ogawa was also attracted to this meaningful 
project by sponsoring a unit of massage chair, which makes the 
room cosier.
 “We are very grateful to Bosch for this meaningful 
collaboration. With the Well-being Haven, our doctors now have 
a space reminiscent of home where they are shielded away from 
the stress, able to rest and recharge before they resume seeing 
their patients or operations,” said Derrick Chan, chief executive 
officer of Sunway Medical Centre Velocity, adding that the Well-
being Haven was launched in tandem with the hospital’s three-
year anniversary celebration.
 The hospital offers comprehensive tertiary healthcare 
services with designed capacity of 234 beds, 62 consultant suites 
and six operating theatres. Its range of medical services include 
facilities and advanced medical technologies for outpatient and 
inpatient specialty care, health and wellness programmes and 
24-hour emergency services.
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Tanjung Ratna partners with Maxis for provision of 
internet connectivity
Tanjung Ratna Sdn Bhd has appointed 
Maxis, the country’s leading converged 
solutions provider, as its fibre connectivity 
partner for its upcoming Admiral 
Residences development. 
 Admiral Residences is a luxury yet 
affordable residential condominium with 
3R/2B from RM 347,000 or only RM 324 
psf and offers over 40 modern facilities 
and services. Located in Kota Laksamana 
Melaka City, the condominium will provide 
tenants built-in connectivity ready to use 
as soon as they move in.
 For the next five years, the residents of 
Admiral Residences will enjoy free Maxis’ 
dedicated 1.5Gbps internet line managed 
connectivity. The development is set to 
be the first condominium in the nation to 
offer such value-added privilege to home 
buyers.
 “This initiative by Tanjung Ratna 
is also in line with the objective of 
K-KOMM, for Malaysians to be provided 
with comprehensive and inclusive 
communication infrastructure, as 
well as digital economy through the 
empowerment of information and 
communication in the country,” said Mr. 
Allan Chee, Chief Operating Officer of 
Tanjung Ratna Sdn Bhd.
 “We are pleased to be appointed as 
Tanjung Ratna’s connectivity partner. 
High-speed fibre broadband has become 

more prevalent as consumers become 
more dependent on connectivity for 
their increasingly digital lifestyles. We are 
committed to serving Malaysians through 
our All-Ways Connected Network,” said 
Kevin Lee, Head of SME Segment at Maxis.
 Admiral Residences is the first and only 
residential condominium developed on 12 
acres of residential land. Located only 2km 
from Melaka city centre, the development 
consists of 4 blocks of 26 to 27-storey 
high-rise apartments with 4-levels of 
carparks bound to accommodate 1,440 
housing units.

 Tanjung Ratna is set to install solar 
panels on the rooftops of all 4 blocks of 
Admiral Residences which potentially 
reduces electricity consumption of 
approximately RM400,000/year, thus, 
lowering the monthly maintenance 
charges of Admiral owners.
 Most recently, the developer has 
signed an agreement with Korean lift 
manufacturer, Hyundai Elevator to provide 
‘drive regenerative’ lifts, with automatic 
modes to be more energy efficient and 
friendly for senior citizens and disabled 
tenants.
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JCorp and Tiong Nam inks deal to build 300-acre 
high-tech logistics park in Sedenak Technology 
Valley, Johor
Development with estimated RM2.39 billion GDV set to create over 4,000 jobs 

Johor Corporation (JCorp), the state investment arm of Johor 
through its wholly-owned subsidiary JLand Group Sdn Bhd (JLG) 
has signed a preliminary collaboration agreement with Tiong 
Nam Logistics Holdings Berhad (Tiong Nam), a home-grown, 
full-suite logistics solutions provider and industrial property 
developer to build and co-develop a 300-acre state-of-the-art, 
technology-enabled logistics park in Sedenak Technology Valley. 
Held at Menara KOMTAR, the signing ceremony was witnessed 
by YB Datuk Dr Badrul Hisham Kassim, Chief Executive of Iskandar 
Regional Development Authority (IRDA). 
 With an estimated gross development value (GDV) of RM2.39 
billion, the joint venture will manage the master planning, 
development and promotion of the purpose-built logistics and 
warehousing hub.  The project will be developed in phases over 
five years with an estimated 4,000 jobs to be created from the 
development, construction and operation facilities. 
 YBhg Datuk Syed Mohamed Syed Ibrahim, President and Chief 
Executive of JCorp said, “This joint development is identified 
as a key flagship logistics project within Sedenak Technology 
Valley. Through this venture, we aim to develop this pioneering 
project as a showcase for the Logistics Industry, as part of 
Sedenak Technology Valley’s core development focus in strategic 
industries.”
 According to YBhg Datuk Sr Akmal Ahmad, Director, Real 
Estate and Infrastructure Division, JCorp and Group Managing 
Director of JLG: “The logistics park will be part of a larger 
integrated ecosystem for targeted advanced industries. 

(L-R) YBhg Datuk Syed Mohamed Syed Ibrahim, President and Chief Executive of Johor Corporation, YBhg Datuk Sr Akmal Ahmad, Director, Real Estate 
and Infrastructure Division, JCorp and Group Managing Director of JLG, YB Datuk Dr Badrul Hisham Kassim, Chief Executive of Iskandar Regional 
Development Authority (IRDA), Mr Ong Yoong Nyock, Managing Director of Tiong Nam Logistics Holdings Berhad, YBhg Dato’ Fu Ah Kiow @ Oh (Fu) Soon 
Guan, Chairman of Tiong Nam Logistics Holdings Berhad.

Capitalising on the success of the Data Centre (DC) industry, 
where Phase 1 of the DC hub has attracted RM12.5 billion in 
investment, the collaboration with Tiong Nam in this logistics 
hub will further accelerate the growth of Sedenak Technology 
Valley.” 
 Mr Ong Yoong Nyock, Managing Director of Tiong Nam 
Logistics Holdings Berhad said, “By integrating warehousing 
logistics automation and the latest construction technology, we 
are confident the project will contribute to increasing logistical 
efficiency and productivity levels to support international and 
local trade, production and consumption activities.”
 Key areas of the project include leasing and facilities 
management, logistics 4.0 system integration as well as 
transportation services and last-mile activities.  This large-scale, 
sustainable development will include ready-built solutions, such 
as built-to-specification warehouses and factories, to provide 
tenants with the flexibility of growing their businesses. 
 Catered for e-commerce players, third-party logistics (3PL) 
operators, freight service providers, retailers, and light-medium 
industrial companies, the development will be anchored on 
smart facilities, including robotics and automation systems, 
as well as renewable energy-driven infrastructure to drive 
sustainability-compliant operations. Facilities will include, 
but not limited to, essential utilities infrastructure, vehicular 
traffic segregation, energy-efficient features like solar power 
generation and LED lighting, 24-hour multi-tiered security and 
high-speed internet.
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Desa ParkCity Bags Double Win at The Edge 
Malaysia’s Best Managed & Sustainable Property 
Awards 2022
Masterplan township Desa ParkCity Kuala Lumpur, by Malaysia-
based property developer, ParkCity, has been crowned the gold 
winner in the Landscape Planning category of The Edge-ILAM 
Malaysia's Sustainable Landscape Award, a feature of The Edge 
Malaysia Best Managed & Sustainable Property Awards (BMSPA) 
2022. This award feature benchmarks projects or spaces that are 
designed, built and maintained for sustainability.
 In addition to the winning category above, Desa ParkCity 
also bagged the Editor’s Choice Award – Malaysia’s Exemplary 
Sustainable Township 2022. This additional award recognises 
excellence in a project, building or company that is committed to 
top-quality property management practices.
 The two awards taken home by ParkCity were among the 
three special awards category of the The Edge’s BMSPA 2022 
which comprises The Edge Malaysia-ILAM Malaysia’s Sustainable 
Landscape Award, Editor’s Choice Award and The Edge Malaysia’s 
Responsible Developer: Building Sustainable Development 
Award.
 Desa ParkCity is ParkCity’s flagship masterplan township 
and its successful development first launched in 2002 was Kuala 
Lumpur’s first ever New Urbanist community that embraced 
innovative placemaking, housing concepts and designs. ParkCity 
is strongly committed to creating spaces that enhance the quality 
of life and is devoted to designing neighbourhoods that prioritise 
families, communities, connectivity and convenience. Widely 

Mr. Lau (centre) with (from left) The Edge Malaysia editor-in-chief Kathy Fong, editor emeritus and the awards’ chief judge Au Foong Yee, 
The Edge Media Group publisher and group CEO Datuk Ho Kay Tat and City & Country editor E Jacqui Chan.

regarded as the most-liveable community in Kuala Lumpur, Desa 
ParkCity’s tranquil and sustainable living environment forges its 
community to engage, flourish and prosper.
 Desa ParkCity’s community also reaps in benefits from the 
award-winning developer’s holistic and sustainable approach 
in creating a township that is fully walkable, safe and sociable. 
Over the past 20 years, ParkCity’s innovative ideas, extraordinary 
vision and impeccable quality have been recognised through 
multiple award wins and accolades, including the prestigious 
FIABCI World Prix d’Excellence Awards.
 Currently adding another development to its multi award-
winning township, Desa ParkCity’s upcoming project, Noöra @ 
Desa ParkCity, is expected to launch towards the fourth quarter 
of this year.
 Launched in 2017 by EdgeProp Malaysia, the Best Managed 
& Sustainable Property Awards was created to benchmark 
Malaysian property management practices against the best-in-
class globally. The awards is also endorsed by the Ministry of 
Housing and Local Government (KPKT) and is also supported by 
the Singapore Association of Property and Facility Managers, 
Architect Centre, the Building Managers Association of Malaysia, 
the Institute of Landscape Architects Malaysia (ILAM), Malaysian 
Institute of Professional Facility Managers, the Malaysian REIT 
Managers Association, the Real Estate and Housing Developers’ 
Association Malaysia and EdgeProp.my.
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MHI Group Delivers Two Large-Capacity Centrifugal 
Chillers for Singapore’s Marina Bay District Cooling 
System
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) Group companies – Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries Thermal Systems, Ltd. (MHI Thermal Systems) 
and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. (MHI-AP) 
– have jointly delivered two large-capacity centrifugal chillers 
for a large-scale district cooling system in Singapore’s Marina 
Bay as part of plans to expand the system. The two chillers, 
offerings in the “GART series”, have a collective cooling capacity 
of 8,400 refrigeration tons (RT). and will bring the total number of 
centrifugal chillers provided by MHI Group to the Marina Bay area 
to 18.
 The GART-400PLS.SCF model centrifugal chillers each have 
a cooling capacity of 4,200 RT, the largest capacity of all units 
delivered to the Marina Bay district cooling system to date. The 
new units can accommodate the HFO-1234ze(E) refrigerant, 
which is recognized for its extremely low environmental impact: 
a global warming potential (GWP) below 1*1. In addition, the 
GART-400PLS.SCF chillers have a near 6% higher rated coefficient 
of performance (COP)*2 and approximately 10% higher integrated 
part load value (IPLV)*3 than earlier models, enabled by the 
adoption of a tandem operating configuration resulting in reduced 
energy consumption. Carbon emissions can also be cut by 9%*4.
 Marina Bay is Singapore’s central district for business and 
tourism and is part of the country’s plan for a sustainable live-
work-play community. Designed, built and operated by SP Group, 
a leading utilities group and sustainable energy solutions provider 

in the Asia Pacific, the Marina Bay district cooling system is the 
world's largest underground district cooling network. The system 
produces chilled water centrally at two plants, which serves the 
air-conditioning needs of over 20 buildings in the Marina Bay 
district. Centrifugal chillers are critical components of the plant as 
they are the high-efficiency heat source devices functioning at its 
core.
 Undergoing continuous expansion, the system will service a 
total of 28 buildings by 2026 and will reduce approximately 20,000 
tonnes of carbon emissions per year.
 MHI Group was awarded the order based on its technological 
strength and after-sales servicing capabilities, as well as the 
environmental performance, economic benefits and high 
reliability of its centrifugal chillers – as proven through its 
excellent delivery record.
 MHI Thermal Systems is Japan’s leading manufacturer 
of centrifugal chillers, offering a wide variety of models for 
applications including district cooling/heating and factory air-
conditioning. The Chiller Business Unit was started in April 2008 
in Singapore, and today the team handles related marketing 
and servicing at MHI-AP throughout Southeast Asia, responding 
efficiently to local customer needs. Going forward, both 
companies will continue to meet customer needs and deliver 
centrifugal chillers with minimal environmental impact to help 
realize a carbon neutral world.
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IM Group makes big noise for world’s smallest bear
Borneo Sun Bear Conservation Centre (BSBCC) Malaysia, has 
received a surprise gift of two Sun Bear sculptures, from IM 
GROUP and Lai Lai Art Gallery/Studio, to raise awareness of 
the endangered species in the run-up to Malaysia’s recent 65th 
independence-year celebrations.
 The sculptures, originally part of the ‘Healthy Forest, Happy 
Wildlife’ art exhibition—organised by Lai Lai Art Gallery/Studio 
in support of BSBCC in Sabah—were amongst the artworks that 
most impressed the conservation centre’s founder, Dr. Wong 
Siew Te. 
 “Although the exhibition featured creations from many 
artists, who had already donated 50% of the proceeds from 
their sales to the BSBCC, I saved this piece, in particular, as a 
special thank you and encouragement to Dr. Wong for his cause,” 
explained Malaysian-born artist Alice Chang Guerra, owner of Lai 
Lai Art Gallery/Studio and Chair of the IM GROUP Foundation.
 The sun bear, with its distinctive sand-coloured chest 
patch from which its name is derived, is native only to the 
tropical forests of South-East Asia, and plays a vital role in 
their ecological balance, yet today, as a result of poaching and 
deforestation it has become an endangered species. 
 The BSBCC, founded by Dr. Wong, specialises in the rescue 
and rehabilitation of sun bears, providing them with a safe 
environment in which to grow whilst monitoring their well-being. 
The conservation centre is also one of the main contributors to 
research on sun bears whilst promoting ecotourism.
 ‘Bacio’—meaning ‘kiss’ in Italian—as the pair of flower-
patterned mosaic sculptures are known, is inspired by a parent 
bear giving her cub a reassuring kiss of encouragement as it 
struggles for independence. 
 “I felt these sculptures were evocative, both of the 
conservation centre that rehabilitates rescued sun bears, as 
well as the strength that our own people have given to our 
nation, especially since the Covid challenges, to help Malaysia 
stand back up on its feet again, in light of our 65th anniversary of 

independence,” continues Chang Guerra.
 The sculpture, patterned with flowers to represent 
“blooming parental love” is also meant to encourage people to 
be more understanding and affectionate to one another other. 
 Chang Guerra believes the world needs more empathy, 
like a patient parent that listens and kisses problems away. “I 
chose an Italian word, because as well as being a homage to my 
Italian husband, it seemed in itself a display of understanding of 
different cultures—so, whilst the sun bear is Malaysian, the title 
of my sculpture is Italian.”
 The sculptures, made from recycled pieces of broken 
ceramics, cemented together with love, symbolically carry a 
powerful message of strength, as Chang Guerra concluded. 
“Together, we can pick up the pieces and start again to build a 
better world, each of us just needs to do their bit. And slowly, 
just like a mosaic, a new whole will appear.”

‘Bacio’- the mosaic sculptures of parent and cub sun bears. Bear necessities - a sun bear scouts for its diminishing resources.

Dr. Wong and the artists at Lai Lai Art Gallery/Studio.
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ASSOC. PROF. (INDUSTRY) 
AR. SARLY ADRE SARKUM
GBI Chairman
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The genesis of Malaysia’s Green Building Index (GBI) is 
in itself an ‘architecture’ of passion with its intricate 
rating system constructed from the ground up by key 
players within the construction fraternity who saw a 
need for sustainably built structures and beyond.

 Among Malaysia’s iconic structures that have been GBI-
certified include the Petronas Twin Towers, Bangunan Perdana 
Putra, Plaza Tol Kota Damansara (DASH), Sunway City Iskandar 
Puteri, IOI City Mall Phase 1, Tun Razak Exchange (TRX), Bukit 
Bintang City Centre to name a few. To date, GBI has certified an 
estimated 300 million sq. ft. of floor area.  
 There seems to be no better person to tell the tale of its 
birth and of its importance in the building industry other than 
GBI’s Chairman who is also the Malaysian Institute of Architects’ 
(Persatuan Akitek Malaysia (PAM) President, Assoc. Prof. (Ind.) 
Ar Sarly Adre Sarkum for whom the founding of the Green 
Building Index has taken on a rather personal significance. 
After all, he had witnessed PAM facilitating its inception till his 
election earlier this year as PAM’s president.
 “It’s like going a full circle, having grown up together with 
GBI,” he said when interviewed by Building&Investment (B&I) 
at the GBI Platinum-rated eight-storey PAM Centre in Bangsar, 
Kuala Lumpur. 

Birthing a Malaysian green building rating system

Ar. Sarly had joined PAM in the early days when many 
multinational architects working on local building projects 
had begun enquiring about a green building rating systems 
in Malaysia. At that time, the only existing ones were the US 
LEED certification system and the Singaporean Green Mark 
Certification Scheme. However, these foreign rating systems 
were a “mismatch” for Malaysian buildings as they comprised 
differently prioritised rating criteria following the origin 
country’s particular weather and geography.
 “The idea for a local rating system was then mooted by 
PAM among the building industry’s presidents’ council with 
ACEM, the Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia being 
the other partner. Which is why GBI is run by architects and 

engineers,” he said.
 “Creating the tool was very, very complicated but what we 
had was a hoard of volunteers comprising many professionals 
passionate about going green wanting to contribute through 
their respective fields of expertise,” he continued. 
 The team of volunteers then formed the Sustainability 
Committee in August 2008. The committee members included 
Ar. Lee Chor Wah, Ar. Dr Tan Loke Mun, Ar. Chan Seoung Aun, 
Ar. Abu Zarim, Ar. Tan Pei Ing, Ar. Cheong Swee Tshung, Ar. Sarly, 
Ar. Mohamed Nizar, Ir. Chen Thiam Leong, Ir. Looi Hip Peu, Ir. 
Thirukumaran, Ar. Saifuddin, Ar. Chiam Chin Yong, Ar. Joseph Tan 
Meng Hooi, Ar. Lee Mei Ming, Ar. Michael Ching Chee Hoong, 
Ar Ruslan Abdullah, Ar. Serina Hijjas, Ar. Von Kok Leong and Ar. 
Voon Wan Lin.
 Endorsed by the PAM Council, the committee was tasked 
to develop and set-up the Green Building Index and the 
accompanying GBI Panel for certification and accreditation of 
green-rated buildings. In 2009, Greenbuildingindex Sdn Bhd 
was formed as a wholly-owned subsidiary of MIA and ACEM to 
administrate GBI accreditation and training of GBI Facilitators 
and Certifiers.
 Currently, GBI is governed by a board of directors comprising 
members from both PAM and ACEM. It is also the only system 
in Malaysia recognised by Malaysian Green Building Council due 
to the criteria set by the international World Green Building 
Council body for each country’s rating tools.

Positive footprints on building industry

Advocating for green buildings has been at the core of their 
existence since day one of its inception. “We’ve been pushing 
the agenda of sustainability from the inception of GBI till 
today. We have received a total of more than 1,000 project 
applications, out of which 625 have been certified including 
projects like residences, hospitals, hotels, resorts, historic 
buildings, interiors, etc,” Ar. Sarly shared.
 Besides that, GBI shares its workings transparently. Anyone 
from students to developers can glean from its website (www.
greenbuildingindex.org) which shows exactly how the rating 

MAN ON A GREEN MISSION 
GBI Chairman, Assoc. Prof. (Industry) Ar. Sarly Adre Sarkum

raises the bar for green building certification
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IOI City Mall Phase 1

that many components within the building and building-related 
industries are using GBI’s successful establishment as a reference 
benchmark for various rating systems. 

Frameworks for the future

On the top of GBI’s priorities, apart from constantly sharpening 
and updating their ratings tool’s criteria and coming up with an 
initiative related to net zero carbon emissions is to help the public 
gain a better understanding of what green rating is all about. 
 “We’re engaging with parties in the building ecosystem who 
also could influence decisions on whether a building can go green. 
In fact, the industry is going towards being green-centric with 
regards to loans and bonds. We’d like to see if incentives could be 
given for instance, if you are purchasing a building that is rated 
green.
 “But what are green standards? How low is low carbon? 
With GBI, we can have the numerical value in reference to what 
stakeholders place as importance. So, we know objectively that 
Building A is better than Building B. And banks like this.
 “I believe with banks coming into the equation, it would add 
more mass appeal towards the green building movement,” he 
said. 
 Using the analogy of the long-term energy costs saved when 
buying a normal air-conditioner versus buying an inverter air-
conditioner, Ar. Sarly hopes to help the public understand why 
going green helps.
 “I think that’s the next step because people need to 
understand that green buildings can affect your bottom line 
aside from contributing to environmental conservation and 
sustainability.
 “It is the mission of GBI, being Malaysia’s premier 
international green building benchmark, to continue to provide 
the leadership and quality services to the building industry 
towards going green.”

systems work through a well-established structure. They could 
find out what makes a building Platinum, Gold, Silver or Certified 
as well as details of each category’s criteria for scoring buildings 
according to their project types and purposes besides information 
on its panel of accreditors, facilitators and courses. Potential 
building or property owners could also easily verify if a project has 
been indeed certified through the website’s frequently updated 
projects listings.
 GBI is well-established as the Board of Architects Malaysia 
signs off on its green costs for Green Investment Tax Allowance 
(GITA) while GBIF services qualifies under Green Income Tax 
Exemption (GITE). GITA and GITE applications submitted and 
approved by MIDA, the Malaysian Investment Development 
Authority, are accepted by the Malaysian Inland Revenue Board.
 One of the most important contributions that GBI makes to 
the country is through its rich, tangible energy performance data 
derived from its own ratings system. Ar. Sarly said, “Malaysia 
regularly reports on its carbon emissions to the UNFCCC (United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change) and the 
building industry helps with that. For instance, our 300 million 
square feet of certified green buildings have been shown to save 
1.5 million tonnes of carbon - equivalent to removing 327,609 cars 
from the road. It’s a huge impact,” he said.
 Regionally, GBI has also been sharing information with other 
ASEAN countries like Indonesia, Vietnam and Laos to assist them 
in establishing their own green building rating tools based on its 
own tools such as NRNC (Non-Residential New Construction), 
Residential New Construction (RNC) and Non-Residential 
Existing Building (NREB), to name a few. This is usually done in 
collaboration with MGBC.
 “We are among the very few countries that have an 
established Green Building Council which is on par with that of 
other developed nations’ such as the US Green Building Council, 
UK Green Building Council and Japan Green Building Council.
 Its reputation and credibility have also evolved to the extent 
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Petronas Twin Towers Tun Razak Exchange (TRX) Bukit Bintang City Centre

Bangunan Perdana Putra
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IOI City Mall Phase 1

Bukit Bintang City Centre

GBI ups the ante in advocating green architecture
Green Building Index (GBI) Chairman, Ar. Sarly Adre Sarkum, said 
that Malaysia’s premier green building rating organisation will 
up the ante in promoting and advocating sustainable and green 
architecture in the country.
 Ar. Sarly, who is also President of the Malaysian Institute of 
Architects, was congratulating the building owners of four GBI-
rated buildings which were recently announced as winners in the 
Energy-Efficiency category of the National Energy Award (NEA) 
2022.
 He said this development reflects the high standards of GBI, 
which has certified more than 600 buildings nation-wide, as 
Malaysia's leading internationally recognised benchmark for green 
buildings. 
 In NEA 2022, which is spearheaded by the Ministry of 
Energy and Natural resources (KETSA), the Tzu Chi Jing Si Hall in 
Kuala Lumpur (GBI Gold-rated) and KYM Tower in Selangor (GBI 
Gold-rated) were announced as the Winner and Runner-Up, 
respectively, for the Large Green Building Award.
 The Merit Winner in the same Large Green Building Award, 
Menara PJH in Putrajaya, first certified by GBI for Gold rating in 
2014, is scheduled for their second renewal assessment this year, 
having successfully attained their first renewal for GBI Gold rating 
in 2018.
 For the Energy-Efficiency Designed Building Award, Menara 
Majlis Bandaraya Johor Bahru @ One Bukit Senyum (GBI Certified-
rated) in Johor was named as Merit Winner.
 The winners of the NEA 2022 were announced by NEA on 14 
September 2022. A total of 22 most outstanding submissions for 
NEA 2022 have been selected to represent Malaysia at the ASEAN 
Energy Awards (AEA) 2022.
 The AEA is Southeast Asia's highest reward to encourage and 

bring about recognition of greater private sector participation 
and interest in energy development of the ASEAN region in 
partnership with the public sector.
 PAM’s architects have over the years been developing 
and working more and more towards a more sustainable and 
green architecture. In 2008, the need for a localised Green 
Building rating tool became more evident especially in the 
light of increasing demand from building end-users for green-
rated buildings that would not overly and adversely contribute 
to the destruction of the environment. This was also in line 
with the objectives of many companies today where good 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) calls for them to only 
support environmentally-friendly initiatives including their office 
premises.
 In August 2008, PAM Council endorsed and approved the 
formation of the new Sustainability Committee who was tasked 
primarily to develop and set-up the Green Building Index and 
the accompanying Panel for certification and accreditation of 
green-rated buildings. In addition, Greenbuildingindex Sdn Bhd 
was incorporated in February 2009, a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of PAM and the Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia 
(ACEM), to administrate GBI accreditation and training of GBI 
Facilitators and Certifiers.
 GBI accreditation for buildings is separated into three tiers. At 
the highest level is the GBI Accreditation Panel, the independent 
regulatory body for GBI accreditation. At the intermediate level 
are the GBI Certifiers, consisting of experienced professionals that 
conduct the assessment and accreditation of project submissions. 
On the front-end level are the GBI Facilitators, professionals who 
team up with clients and designers to enhance their projects to 
meet or exceed GBI rating system requirements.

Tzu Chi Jing Si Hall

Menara PJH

KYM Tower

Menara Majlis Bandaraya, Johor Bahru
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I n celebration of its 40th anniversary, PPB Properties, the 
property division of PPB Group Berhad, today unveiled 
its new community-centric neighbourhood mall named 
“Megah Rise”. The official reveal of the Megah Rise 
Mall follows the successful completion of the mixed 
development, which includes a 39-storey premium 
condominium, in July 2022. 

A NEW LANDMARK IN PETALING JAYA
Megah Rise’s four-level retail space is designed to reinvigorate 
the matured neighbourhood of Taman Megah with a modern 
appeal. With approximately 100 outlets, totalling approximately 
142,000 square feet of net lettable area, this community-led 
neighbourhood mall is slated to open to the public in December 
2022. 

WHERE OLD MEETS NEW
The retail space is dominated by industrial architecture language. 
Classic red bricks and black iron steel were used to signify the 
stark contrast between the old and new. The mall’s interior 
features high ceilings, large glass panels and skylights, allowing 
natural light to flow into the mall whilst creating a sense of space 
that welcomes the community to enjoy the retail experience in 

Megah Rise
PPB Properties unveil new community mall in Taman Megah, Petaling Jaya in 
its 40th year milestone
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Megah Rise.
 An air-conditioned multi-purpose sports hall which spans over 
13,584 square feet will cater to recreational sports activities. The 
spacious indoor sports hall is fitted with six badminton courts and 
is designed to be modular, where the space can be transformed 
for other sports activities.
 On the Ground Floor, an approximately 115-meter-long paved 
walkway named #MegahWalk is curated to be pet friendly with 
alfresco dining areas dotted along the path while also functioning 
as a gathering space for buskers, artisanal markets, events and 
exhibitions over the weekend. The center of the walkway has a 
built-in splash pad and pet-friendly amenities. 

TENANCY CONCEPT: UNION OF RETAIL EXPERIENCE & 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Approximately 40% of the mall’s net lettable area will be 
dedicated to food and beverage outlets while a sizeable area will 
be gazetted to cater to homegrown brands, social enterprises and 
green activities.
 The mall will be anchored by a premium grocer, Village Grocer 
in Basement 1 and Michael’s Badminton Academy, which will 
operate at Level 3’s sports hall. 
 The outdoor alfresco dining areas on the Ground Floor will 
be tenanted by a range of lifestyle cafes and hangout spots, such 
as Oomph, a new café and bar by GUĀNG Bar and Brew&Bread, 
Naj&Belle, a Hong Kong-inspired Cha Chaan Teng, Kheng Wah.  
 Sitting on a land area of 3.36 acres, the 39-storey mixed-
use development is integrated with 228 residential units. Being 
the only high-rise in the neighbourhood, the residential tower, 
branded as Megah Rise Residensi, offers an unobstructed 
panoramic view of Petaling Jaya.
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Property developer 
Tropicana Corporation 
Berhad (“Tropicana”) 
signed a hotel management 
agreement with Marriott 
International to build a 
five-star 270-key Sheraton 

Langkawi Resort & Spa at Tropicana 
Cenang, Langkawi. This collaboration 
comes as Langkawi sees increasing tourist 
and investor interest, with potential to 
reach a pre-pandemic tourism peak of 4 
million arrivals annually.
 This is Tropicana’s third hotel 
collaboration with Marriott International, 
continuing the Group’s ongoing expansion 
plans in Langkawi and strengthening 
its presence in the hospitality segment. 
The agreement was signed between 
Tropicana subsidiary Cenang Resort Sdn 
Bhd, represented by Dion Tan, Group 
Managing Director of Tropicana, and 
Marriott International Inc, represented 
by Kevin Chen, Senior Vice President of 
Asia-Pacific Hotel Development, Marriott 

Tropicana & Marriott to open Sheraton 
in Langkawi as Tourism Roars Back

International.
 “Building on Tropicana’s long-standing 
and fruitful partnership with Marriott 
International, we are excited to develop 
this five-star Sheraton Langkawi Resort 

& Spa at the popular Pantai Cenang 
beachfront. Leveraging on the strategic 
location and increasing tourism footfall 
in Langkawi, we are confident that this 
270-key hotel will draw a lot of interest 

The Sheraton Langkawi Resort & Spa will complement Tropicana Cenang mixed development.
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from tourists. In addition, Tropicana Cenang is a unique mixed 
development offering residential, hospitality and commercial 
components. With all these components in place, the planned 
hotel underscores our commitment to continue Redefining the 
Art of Living in Langkawi,” said Dion during the signing ceremony.
 “We are thrilled to expand our portfolio of hotels and resorts 
in Langkawi – one of the most beautiful and beloved islands 
in Malaysia. This signing further strengthens our commitment 
to bring a host of choices across our extraordinary brands to 
consumers in the country.
 Sheraton is the most global brand under Marriott Bonvoy 
portfolio and this is our third collaboration with Tropicana, with 
the first two being the popular W Kuala Lumpur and Courtyard 
by Marriott in Penang. Once opened, Sheraton Langkawi Resort 
& Spa expects to offer urban conveniences as well as majestic 
skyline views of the surrounding, stunning Langkawi landscape,” 
added Andree Susilo, Senior Director of Hotel Development, Asia 
Pacific, Marriott International.
 Designed by award-winning architects and consultants, 
Sheraton Langkawi Resort & Spa is set to be the new gathering 
place for locals and travellers to enjoy meaningful connections 
and elevated guest experiences through its stylish comfort, 
authentic sense of the local and genuine service. The hotel is 
expected to feature 270 modern guestrooms and suites. An 

elevated mix of food and beverage options include an all-day 
restaurant, beach-front restaurant, pool bar and destination roof 
top bar.
Recreational facilities within the hotel will include a spa, 
swimming pool and wading pool, fitness centre and Kid’s Club. In 
addition, the resort will feature a 4,305-sq ft ballroom, meeting 
rooms and pre-function event space, making it a suitable venue 
for small to medium-scale events.

TROPICANA CENANG: YOUR NEXT HOLIDAY HOME
A premium mixed development by the sea, Tropicana Cenang 
caters for Langkawi’s unique demographics and pull factors with 
a mix of serviced suites and hospitality components. Spanning 
5.3 acres with an estimated GDV of RM1.4 billion, it offers direct 
access to Pantai Cenang. Nearby amenities include Cenang Mall, 
ZON Duty Free, Perdana Quay Eco Marine Park, Sky Bridge, 
Langkawi Wildlife Park, Underwater World Langkawi and local 
night markets, with Langkawi International Airport just 9km 
away.
The planned Sheraton Langkawi Resort & Spa will complement 
Assana Serviced Suites, Tropicana Cenang’s latest holiday 
homes comprising 831 modern seafront serviced suites. Those 
interested in joining the growing Tropicana Cenang community 
can learn more by visiting tropicanacenang.com.my.

Dion Tan (right) and Kevin Chen (left) viewing the Tropicana Cenang and Sheraton scale model.
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Plenitude Berhad has announced its new housing project launches 
in Johor and Kedah for the financial year ending June 2023, carries 
a Gross Development Value (GDV) of RM508.8 million.
 In Johor, Plenitude is launching new phases in Taman Desa 
Tebrau and developing the new township of Impian Hills, Ulu Tiram.
 In the mixed development township of Taman Desa Tebrau, 
Plenitude will be launching 162 units of 2 and 2.5 storey terrace 
houses (Cello 3B) and 100 units of double storey cluster and semi-
detached homes (Harp 2C). The Gross Development Value (GDV) 
of Cello 3B and Harp 2C are RM148 million and RM133 million 
respectively. Cello 3B is expected to be launched in October 2022.
 Impian Hills, on the other hand, is a new mixed development 
township being built on 258 acres of land. Phase 1 (Magnolia) of 
Impian Hills consisting of 143 units of 2 storey terrace houses will 
be launched in January 2023 and Phase 2 with 154 units will be 
launched in May 2023. The combined GDV of the two phases are 
RM191.8 million while the GDV of Impian Hills township is about 
RM1.1 billion.
 Up north in Kedah, Plenitude is developing 52 units of single 
storey bungalows (Ramlee) as the first phase of the new mixed 
development township of Bukit Bintang in Sungai Petani. The new 
township sits on a 417-acre land. Ramlee @ Bukit Bintang will be 
launched in March 2023. The GDV of Ramlee @ Bukit Bintang and 

Plenitude hails string of upcoming 
launches in property and 
hospitality division

Artist impression: Impian Hills Township Aerial View.

the Bukit Bintang Township are estimated at RM36 million and 
RM1.5 billion respectively.
 Under its hospitality division, Plenitude welcomed the 
Domitys brand from Europe, a leading provider of senior living 
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facilities with more than 24 years’ of experience helping seniors 
to live independently in a comfortable and safe environment. 
Domitys Bangsar Kuala Lumpur is the first senior living residence 
to be opened in Asia under the Domitys brand, slated to open its 
doors to residents and guests in October 2022. 
 With a total of RM15 million invested in renovations, its 
clubhouse offers a comfortable dining-cum-activity hall, a 
residents’ lounge, a beauty parlour, a multimedia room and a 
physiotherapy room while the apartments have been upgraded to 
offer high-speed WiFi, and are equipped with flat screen TVs and 

Domitys Bangsar Poolside view.

Domitys Bangsar Kuala Lumpur, master bedroom view.Domitys Bangsar Kuala Lumpur, living area of the apartment.

kitchens in all units as well as senior-friendly bathroom facilities.
 As part of its expansion plans, Plenitude also invested a total 
of RM136 million in Travelodge Honmachi Osaka, Japan, opened 
on 28 September 2022.  Nestled in the heart of downtown 
Osaka, a doorstep away from public transportation, Travelodge 
Honmachi Osaka is a 14-storey high-speed WiFi-equipped 
accommodation offering 138 rooms for short or long-term stays 
with nearby attractions such as Osaka Castle, Dotonbori Street 
food hub, Kuromon Ichiba Market, Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan 
within reach.
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The Real Estate and Housing Developers’ 
Association (REHDA) Malaysia hosted the 2022 
International Housing Association (IHA) Interim 
Meeting at the REHDA Head office in Kelana 
Jaya, from 30 August – 2 September 2022. The 
annually held meeting was this time participated 
physically by member countries from the USA, 

Australia, Japan, Norway, Indonesia and Malaysia, and virtually 
by Zoom from Canada, Brazil, Taiwan, and South Africa.
 REHDA has been a member of IHA since 2018 to better 
understand the issues afflicting the housing and property 
industries in other nations, particularly those that share similar 
concerns as our own. 
 “Our membership in IHA is also part of our efforts to learn 
about the experiences these countries have gone through, and 
the measures that have been or currently being undertaken 
to mitigate them,” said Datuk NK Tong, President of REHDA 
Malaysia. 
 “For the years since our membership, we have found that the 
issues we face here in Malaysia are not uncommon with some of 

REHDA hosts 2022 International Housing 
Association’s (IHA) Interim Meeting

Group photo of the 2022 IHA Interim Meeting attendees, including REHDA President Datuk NK Tong (seated third from left), IHA Chairman Mr Tsutomu Ito 
(seated fourth from left), IHA Secretariat Ms Deborah Malone (seated third from right), REHDA Patron Tan Sri Eddy Chen (standing far left), REHDA Deputy 
President Datuk Ho Hon Sang (standing third from left) and REHDA Vice President Datuk Edward Chong (standing far right).

Dato’ Jayaselan Navaratnam, Director-General of JPN (second from right) 
accepting a token of appreciation from Ms Deborah Malone, with (from 
left) Pn Norsazila Nordin, Deputy Director-General of Private Housing, 
Tan Sri Eddy Chen, Datuk NK Tong and En Ahmad Nizam Norali, Deputy 
Director General of Housing Management.
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were present also met with YBhg Dato’ Jayaselan Navaratnam, 
Director-General of the National Housing Department (JPN) 
under the Ministry of Housing of Local Government (KPKT) 
during a short visit on 1 September 2022 while other site visits 
included the TRX Residences, Gamuda Cove, and three projects 
in Setia Alam namely De Cemara and ByWater Homes by SP Setia 
and Eco Ardence.
 “We were honoured with the opportunity to visit a few 
local developments as KPKT following the IHA meeting. The IHA 
members were very pleased to have the opportunity to learn of 
the forward-thinking housing strategy developed by the Ministry, 
particularly the efforts to embrace and plan for a changing 
housing market which reflects the needs and desires of the 
population, inclusive of the younger generation, which we find 
impressive,” said Deborah Malone, the Chief Operating Officer 
of the 130,000- member National Association of Home Builders 
(NAHB) USA, who is also the IHA Secretariat.
 “The significant efforts underway to provide eco-friendly, 
consumer-focused, housing communities are astounding and 
Malaysia is clearly a leader in leveraging best practices to provide 
high-quality housing. I was in awe with the construction taking 
place at Gamuda Cove, Tun Razak Exchange, Setia Alam, and Eco 
Ardence. The Malaysian housing industry undoubtedly has a 
bright future and we are all fortunate to have the opportunity to 
learn from our colleagues here,” concluded Deborah.

the other member countries, and the IHA meetings have proved 
to be a great source of information and a knowledge hub for us,” 
he further added.
 In this four-day Interim Meeting session, various working 
group discussions and presentations were held covering topics 
such as legislative and regulatory requirements pertaining to 
industry, social housing and housing affordability. Delegates who 

Ms Deborah Malone (middle) and Datuk NK Tong (right) handing over a 
memento to Mr Kevin Lim, Head of Marketing, Residential of Tun Razak 
Exchange Lifestyle Quarter during the site visit to TRX Residences.

Ms Deborah Malone (second from left) and Mr Lars Myhre of the Norwegian Home Builders Association (middle) listening to a briefing during the visit to 
Eco Ardence.
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B eyond just protecting a structure’s interior and 
exterior, roofs could play a role in helping to 
regulate a building’s internal temperature and 
surrounding environment. However, being a part of 
the building structure, which is as important as its 
foundation, roofs also play a large role in lending 
aesthetic qualities to the design of the building.

ESSENTIALLY, ROOFS ARE THE CROWNING GLORY OF A BUILDING. 
The aesthetics of a steel-coated roof involve both having the right 
material, texture and appearance. And apart from that, the overall 
functionality of a pre-painted galvanized steelroof is as important 
as its beauty.
 A roof’s aesthetics, namely, how one could blend the colour 
of the metal roofing with the house or building structure is very 
important. There are a few factors which we should consider when 
selecting the ideal colour for your pre-painted galvanized steelroof.
1.	 Matching	the	building	matters

Firstly, one has to consider how to create a balanced look 
when fitting the “crowning glory”, the roof with the rest of the 
building and the compounds. This would require considerations 
of the building’s general appearance and other colours which 
are already found on the building and surroundings. Look 
at the colour of the walls, doors, windows and even the 
landscape. One good tip is to use contemporary colours which 
would also blend in to create a more homogenous (read: 
more monochromatic) colour scheme which often results in a 
streamlined look invoking elegance and harmony.
 On the other hand, instead of just blending colours to 
create a coordinated look, having some contrasts between 

Prime reasons to choose 

the roof and wall texture or colours could also create an 
aesthetically pleasant effect on the building’s appearance.

2.	 Whether	the	weather	warrants	it
The next factor which influences the choice of roof colours 
would be the environment or weather. In tropical countries or 
places in warmer climates, light coloured roofs are preferred. 
For cooler climates, roofs with darker colours would be more 
practical. This is because lighter colours tend to deflect the 
heat, making it bounce off, while darker colours tend to absorb 
heat.

Tropicana Aman Bayan Residences, Selangor.
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3.	 Style	Considerations
Be it a contemporary , modern, or traditional architectural 
design, steel roof colours can be chosen carefully to match 
any style of building. Brownish or burgundy toned metal roofs 
would suit the Meditarranean style, for instance or darker 
grey tones for Tudorian building designs. Roof colours are the 
most versatile when it comes to designs according to branding 
or themes. One of our clients opted for vibrant roofs for their 
modern-styled retail and shopping space with boxy designs in 
Johor.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

’S PRIME PROPOSITIONS
Speaking of colours, Primero realcolor® would make the ideal 
choice due to a few of its excellent features. First, its range has over 
100 colours for your selection with either a shining, glossy or matte 
finish as a complete accent to the overall look. You will find Primero 
realcolor®’s thickness ranging from 0.35mm to 1.20mm a fitting 
advantage that caters to a wide variety of applications apart from 
roofing needs in any construction projects. 
 Primero realcolor®’s zinc coating comes in the minimum 
weight of Z18 (180g/m2 while being in the MS2383 class of C4 (T). 
This medium to high range of zinc coating simply enables better 
performance in terms of corrosion resistance and protection from 
the elements, adding to its durability. Furthermore, do read further 
below to find out about Primero realcolor®’s excellent warranty 
period.
 The versatility its coating and range of colours are evident 
when you take a look at some of the projects across Malaysia. 
Primero realcolor® graces the roofs of Tropicana Aman Bayan 
Residences, Selangor, Paramount Greenwoods at Salak Perdana, 
Sepang; Eco Grandeur at Puncak Alam and Sunway Big Box Retail 
Park at Johor to name a few. Its portfolio of roofing clients also 
includes warehouses, factories, schools, mosques, and more - the 
applications are simply wide and versatile.
 All the above is only topped by Primero realcolor®’s reasonable 
price level which is considered moderate within the market.
 Here is where Primero realcolor® truly stands out. Selection, 
quality and innovation that renders it a great investment. It is Eco Grandeur, Puncak Alam, Selangor.
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after all, one of the established ’s range of excellent 
roofing. Known for its range of colour-vibrant material and tough 
resistance, customers mainly choose Primero realcolor® based on 
the following advantages:-
1.	 Worry-free	warranty

With Primero realcolor®, you firstly stand to have peace of 
mind about your roof’s durability as it comes with a 20-year 
warranty against perforation. You might also be rest assured to 
know that Primero realcolor® has a warranty against colour-
fading and chalking lasting for 10-years. We hope that two 
decades of no worries over holes in the roof while having the 
option to keep your roof’s colour fresh and functioning for ten 
years might release you to focus and enjoy other areas of your 
building and its maintenance better in the long run.

2.	 Corrosion	resistance
While there’s a guarantee against perforation, you might be 
further pleased to know that Primero realcolor® is made of 
corrosive-resistant material. That’s right. It is anti-corrosion. 
This would mean your roof is ready set from the beginning 
itself to last beyond expectations and stay beautiful in the 
longer run.     

3.	 Durability
With the above two factors in place – solid warranties 
against perforation and fading while the material remains 

anti-corrosive, it is no surprise that Primero realcolor® is 
synonymous with durability. This is the way of helping you 
get the extra mile out of your roofing needs, extending the 
duration of your roof’s beauty by ensuring its timeless appeal 
through innovative technology.   

4.	 Formability
One of the most important qualities that Primero realcolor® 
has is that while being anti-corrosive and highly durable, it 
has excellent formability. This simply means that the roofing 
material has the ability to be formed into the shape in 
accordance to your roofing design and needs without any 
defects or damages appearing. Using particular stamping 
system parameters (including the forming, dying of materials 
and tool coatings) as well as selected metal grade, Primero 
realcolor®’s material has the ability to be bent and adjusted 
with good overall consistency. 

 All in all, if you are looking for the 
right roofing choice with vibrant hues and 
strong, lasting qualities – Primero realcolor® 
showcases the true colours of durability with 
unmatched affordability.
 To find out more about , please 
scan this QR code today.

Paramount Greenwoods Belian, Salak Perdana.
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Steel welded mesh (or more popularly known as 
BRC in the local and Singapore markets) is widely 
used as reinforcement of concrete, particularly in 
flat structures such as slabs and shear walls. It is 
also very widely used in many parts of the world 
because of its low cost and technical advantages. 
In Malaysia, its usage is estimated at about 18% of 

total reinforcement steel consumption, whereas it is as high as 
55% in advanced countries.
 In local specifications, mesh is mainly available in four (4) 
main categories, namely A-series, B-series, C-series, and D-series, 
each denoting some standard combination of wire diameter and 
wire spacing in both longitudinal and cross directions as shown 
in MS145:2014. Of late, the term Purpose-made Fabric (PMF) is 
often mentioned, though it is not something completely new in 
local mesh applications and has been available since the 80s. PMF 
simply means mesh of a special configuration of wire diameter 
and wire spacing not listed as standard mesh in MS145:2014 or in 
manufacturers’ product catalogues. 
 As its name implies, PMF is made to suit, as close as possible 
to the steel area designed for cost-saving purposes. Picking 
the standard mesh types from manufacturers’ catalogues may 

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

A Joint Article by

Construction Industry Development Board      SIRIM QAS International  Malaysian Iron and Steel Federation Steel Wire Association of Malaysia

sometimes provide excessive steel areas, making it less cost-
effective. With the prior certification of PMF, consulting engineers 
are now more receptive to the use of PMF in their effort to save 
costs for their clients. 

STEEL WELDED MESH
Mandatory for Purpose-Made Fabric (PMF) to have product certification license
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For more information contact us at:

SIRIM QAS International Sdn. Bhd. (410334-x)
SIRIM Complex No 1,
Persiaran Dato’ Menteri,
Section 2, P.O. Box 7035
40700, Shah Alam
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Tel                   :  603 5544 6400
Fax                  :  603 5544 6810
Websites        : www.sirim-qas.com.my

Email              : cserviceqas@sirim.my

Why SIRIM QAS?

So maybe you should ask yourself, once more,

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
SIRIM QAS INTERNATIONALENABLING BUSINESSES, 

ENHANCING LIVES

Why Not SIRIM QAS? 

As Malaysia’s leading conformity assessment body, 

we help our clients, both local and international, 

ensure compliance with relevant standards to increase 

efficiency, brand confidence and market access. 

SIRIM QAS International, your one stop-centre for 

testing, inspection and certification services.

MALAYSIA'S LEADING TESTING,  INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATION  BODY
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 Since the implementation of product quality control under 
Akta 520 in 2005, wire mesh was listed as one of the top 3 
construction materials with the most complaints about quality 
compliance, which was intentionally produced for commercial 
gain. 
 Thus, systematic steps have been taken by the Certification 
Bodies and subsequently certified by the Construction Industry 
Development Board (CIDB) through the requirements of Perakuan 
Permatuhan Standard (PPS). 
 From January 2021, it is mandatory that PMF be included 
in manufacturers’ Product Certification License (PCL) before 
they can supply PMF. Up to this moment, less than 50% of the 
manufacturers have successfully obtained PCL and PPS for PMF. 
All other manufacturers are either during their applications or 
remain standard mesh suppliers.
 Whether it is standard mesh or PMF types, the construction 
industry is strongly advised to only use mesh from certified 
manufacturers to avoid any quality non-compliance issues. There 
should not be any concern over the availability of PMF due to the 
availability of sub-standard mesh as, since Akta 520 came into 
effect, many measures have been put in place for compliance 
checks. Some of these are wire roll marks, standard product tags, 
PCL and PPS, etc. The whole supply chain, especially distributors, 
contractors, and consultants, is also advised to play their part 
to ensure only quality mesh is used in their projects. This can 
be achieved through the selection of reputable manufacturers, 
proper documentation, and random quality checks, in addition to 
those mentioned above.
 Of all the quality non-compliances, it is important to note 
that out-of-mass tolerance is the most common as it means 
commercial gain for the manufacturers. When this happens, 
contractors usually end up paying more in terms of RM/Mt and 
may be faced with non-compliance issues with the authorities.

Certified wire mesh must come with rolled-mark on the ribbed wire.      

Without bar marking = non-certified.
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It offers the best of both worlds as timber decks are visually 
pleasing and hard-wearing. Few materials can match the 
beauty and practicality of tropical timbers for decking. 
Effortlessly complementing all types of surroundings, 
especially natural settings, timber decks are not only 
soothing to the eyes but can also serve as a quick facelift 
as they are easy to install. Timber decks also do not require 

elaborate, time-consuming foundation work.
 Their flexibility also gives landscape artists the freedom 
to incorporate enhancements such as handrails, balustrades, 
pergolas, screens, and gazebos.
 Malaysian hardwoods are a popular choice for high quality 
timber decks because of their durability, strength, and attractive 
grains, making them sought-after by discerning buyers. Timbers 
such as Balau, Merbau, Red Balau, Merpauh, Kelat, Kempas, 
Keruing, Mengkulang, Bintangor, Dark Red Meranti, Gerutu, 
Mersawa and Yellow Meranti are some of the best hardwoods for 
decking.
 Testament to this are the numerous world class holiday 
resorts throughout the world, such as in the Maldives, Seychelles, 
Mauritius, and Malaysia where decking made of Malaysian 
hardwoods add to their warmth and beauty.
 These timbers’ rich natural colouring add to the rustic appeal 
that make Malaysian hardwood decks a wise design choice. 
 Aesthetically pleasing, a wide range of natural grains and 
colours can be chosen for hardwood decking. Unlike other 
materials, they look and feel natural, plus they also radiate 
warmth and coziness, allowing plenty of possibilities for decking.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

MALAYSIAN HARDWOOD DECKS – 
NATURALLY ATTRACTIVE AND 

LONG-LASTING
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MaxChem 
Efficient Power 

Unit (EPU)  
 

Delivering POWER QUALITY Clean Electricity 
 

   

EPU with POWER QUALITY 
efficiency by MaxChem will 
safeguard your machineries / 
increase production and services/ 
lower utility costs - prudence in 
operating expenditure.  
 

  

ADVERTORIAL
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POWER QUALITY 

 

What is POWER QUALITY?  
 
Electricity plays a vital role in businesses. Having a clean and efficient 
supply means being able to stay highly competitive with well-priced 
quality goods and services. 
 
POWER QUALITY is a term that describes how accurately the electrical 
power that is supplied to appliances or equipment correlates to an ideal 
supply. Power quality issues are typically caused by deviations in the 
voltage, current, and frequency of a power system from ideal values. 
 

 
Benefits of Having that POWER QUALITY 

 You get what you pay for 
 Lifespan of equipment are safeguarded and they run more efficiently 
 Equipment and machineries run much cooler 
 Lesser electrical resistance 
 Fewer electrical spikes 
 Cost savings in the mid-term 

 

 

 

 

EPU by MaxChem 

EPU by MaxChem has been proven to provide POWER QUALITY and clean 
electrical supply to all types of commercial establishments involved in either 
production of goods or in services.  
 
This innovative device greatly reduces electrical resistance, reactive power and 
surges amongst the many other functions ensuring equipment and machineries 
run optimally with very little wastage. Together with prudent energy 
management the EPU will help greatly towards cost reduction for any 
largescale commercial businesses. 
 

 

Call us at 6-016-221 2838 for a non-obligatory discussion to learn how the MaxChem EPU is able to help 
better POWER QUALITY electrical supply throughout your establishment.  

 

DISTRIBUTOR: 
 

ETX INDUSTRIES SDN BHD  
201, Block A, Mentari Business Park, Jalan PJS 8/5,  
Bandar Sunway, 46150 Petaling Jaya, Malaysia  
 
CONTACT: 
 

Eric Tan 
Tel: 603-5611 7838    Mobile & WhatsApp: 6-016-221 2838  
E-mail: ETXindustries@gmail.com 

 
MAXCHEM PLT 
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Many urban planners predict that by 2050, 
more than 6 billion people will live in 
cities, and in places where building 
outwards isn’t an option, the only way 
to keep up with the growing density is 
to build up. Building taller always comes 
with numerous challenges and also a 

not-so-subtle competition for architecture firms to have their name 
tied to the biggest buildings. Almost as fast as a building is named 
one of the tallest in the world, another one makes its way to the 
drawing board, a few years later taking the title. While the sky’s 
the limit, how does this impact the constructability of projects, and 
what feats of construction methods and materials have enabled us 
to build into the clouds?
 First, it’s important to understand how to technically define tall 
buildings. The Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH) 
defines two sub-groups of buildings that achieve significant 
heights. A “supertall” building is defined as being 300 meters (984 
feet) or taller, and a “megatall” structure reaches at least 600 
meters (1,968 feet) high. At today’s pace, at least one supertall 
skyscraper is completed annually, with 132 supertall skyscrapers 
having completed construction as of June 2020. The Burj Khalifa 
is still the world’s tallest skyscraper, measuring 2,722 feet, or 
just over half a mile. Recently, after 8 years of construction, the 
Merdeka 118 in Malaysia completed construction and measured 
only 500 feet shorter than the Burj Khalifa. It’s predicted that the 

HOW TALL CAN WE BUILD?
Construction Materials and Methods for 
Skyscrapers of the Future

W350 Project. 
(Source: Image © Sumitomo Forestry Co and Nikken Sekki)

The Green Spine.
(Source: Image © UN Studio)
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world’s first mile-high building could be completed within the next 
30 years, also bringing in a new trend of buildings that stand over 
3,200 feet tall.
 Tall buildings come with all sorts of mechanical and structural 
issues. How long will people wait for an elevator when they’re 
traveling from the lobby to the 200th floor? How will megatall 
buildings withstand natural forces that we can predict and ones 
that we can’t? Many of these issues are solved by hacking the 
modern materials and systems that we are already familiar with 
and creating ones that support an innovative construction industry.
 One of the main issues when building tall structures is the 
ability to keep construction materials close to the site, as the 
building’s footprint and the surrounding area are typically small, 
especially in urban areas. This creates issues for constructing 
framing members, as precast panels are often brought to the site 
as they are ended due to their inability to be stored. However, 
many contractors are now using a tilt wall construction process, 
allowing them to pour and assemble the panels on site and using a 
crane to lift them into place.
 Skyscrapers are also looking towards steel alternates, but 
as a building increase in height, its weight becomes a significant 
issue. Aluminum offers a lightweight alternate with its easy 
extrusion process that enables it to conform to a variety of shapes 
for almost any façade design. It also reacts well to stress from 
internal structural elements and exterior forces such as rapidly 
changing temperatures and seismic disruptions from earthquakes. 
Carbon fiber is another emerging material, also light in weight, 

The Brooklyn Tower, JDS Development Group, SHoP Architects.
(Source: Image © Selvon Ramsawak)

but it features long strands that are interwoven together to form 
a fabric-like structure. As a result, it is significantly stronger than 
steel, enabling it to be implemented into buildings that receive 
high-impact loads. Carbon fibers are already making their way into 
precast concrete elements. By placing the mesh into the concrete 
mixture instead of traditional steel mesh, the overall weight of 
the structural unit decreases, allowing it to be lifted into place 
safely, and secured knowing that it maintains significant structural 
integrity.
 Even more future-forward are ideas of what the future of 
concrete might look like. Concrete has remained largely unchanged 
for hundreds of years. While it is extremely durable, many people 
are pushing for new alternatives as it continues to be a major 
source of CO2 emissions. Some researchers are looking into bio-
concretes, that have the ability to heal their own cracks by adding 
in limestone bacteria that can prolong the life of concrete for up 
to two hundred years. Even wood, which seems unlikely to ever 
be used as a major structural element in a megatall structure, is 
finding a new life in cross-laminated timber structures that give it 
comparable strength to steel. To demonstrate timber’s abilities, 
Sumitomo Forestry, a Japan-based design firm, recently revealed 
its plans to build a 350-meter tall wooden structure in Tokyo. Taller 
buildings are just on the horizon, and the construction materials 
and methods are quickly catching up to be able to make these 
mile-high dreams a reality.

(Source: archdaily.com)
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D’brightton @ Titiwangsa, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

49-storey block with 720 serviced apartment 
units, and 46 villa units. The serviced 
apartments are available in several layout types 
including penthouse with built-up ranging from 
1,044-2,798sq ft (3 bedrooms to 4+1 bedrooms), 
and come with one to two carparks. Meanwhile, 
there are two villa designs - the 4-storey villas 
(23 units) are sized 3,756sq ft, 5+1 bedrooms 
with a lift, located on the ground floor, and 
3-storey villas (23 units) are sized 2,927sq ft, 

4+1 bedrooms, located on the podium level. 
Each of the villa has 3 carparks.
 The development offers a wide range of 
facilities across three dedicated floors such 
as wall climbing, full basketball court, outdoor 
fitness facilities, playground, tree house, 
Olympic size and wading pools, sauna and 
landscaped garden, sky garden, gym, yoga and 
dance rooms, etc.

PROJECT REF. 0821-7052
CLASSIFICATION Residential
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot PT 9885, Jalan 3/51B, 
 Mukim Setapak, Kuala Lumpur,  
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.188303, 101.707716)
APPROX. PROJECT COST Undisclosed
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2024

DEVELOPER 
Lakaran Ceria Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of GSD Land)
Tel: 1700 818 932
E-mail: info@gsdland.com.my
Web: www.gsdland.com.my
Sr Project Development Manager: 
Mr Ivan Chang

ARCHITECT
BYG Architecture
(Part of BYG Group)
Tel: +603-2276 6676
E-mail: enquiries@byggroup.com
Web: www.byggroup.com
Director: Ar Michael Ong

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera MTC Sdn Bhd
Tel: +604-6572 818
E-mail: general@jmtc.my
Director: Ir Ooi Chee Liang

M & E ENGINEER  
Care of Developer

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
QS Perunding
Tel: +604-2281 471
E-mail: chioktl@gmail.com
Quantity Surveyor: Mr Ung Bon Khim

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Marvellous Garden Sdn Bhd 
(A subsidiary of GSD Land)
Tel: +604-6308 932
E-mail: info@gsdland.com.my
Web: www.gsdland.com.my
Sr Project Development Manager: 
Mr Ivan Chang

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development consists of one 
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Dian Residency @ Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia.

PROJECT REF. 0821-7051
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Structural
LOCATION Lot 91083, Persiaran Sukan,   
 Seksyen 13, Shah Alam, Selangor,  
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.090008,101.547900)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM300 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2024

DEVELOPER
Ara Ville Sdn Bhd (CPI Land Sdn Bhd)
Tel: +603-2202 1688
E-mail: info@cpiland.com
Web: https://cpiland.com/
Director: Mr Yeap Teck Hooi

ARCHITECT  
MOA Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7971 1045
E-mail: info@moaa.my
Web: https://moaa.my
Director: Ar Tan Ewe Liat

C & S ENGINEER 
Advanced Consulting Engineers Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-9171 1696
E-mail: landcons@gmail.com
Engineer: Ir Lai Kok Land

M & E ENGINEER 
East Orient Consult Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7847 1133
E-mail: eoc@eoc.com.my
Project Engineer: Mr Bryan Chew

QUANTITY SURVEYOR 
JKQS Consultancy Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7726 7601
E-mail: jkqssb@gmail.com
Web: http://jkqs.com.my/
Quantity Surveyor: Ms Tan Chia Huoy

MAIN CONTRACTOR 
CPI Empower Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of CPI Land Sdn Bhd)
Tel: +603-2202 1688
E-mail: info@cpiland.com 
Web: https://cpiland.com
Project Engineer: Mr Lau Zhi Cheng

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
Proposed development comprises two 

residential towers (25- and 26-storey) housing 
651 serviced apartment units, 168 commercial 
suites, and 13 retail shoplots on a 3.1-acre 
leasehold land parcel.
 The serviced apartments come in four 
layout types with built-up area from 550-810sq 
ft (two to three bedrooms); the commercial 
suites are available in a studio layout with sizes 
ranging from 290-489sq ft; and the shoplots 

are sized 800-1,715sq ft. The shoplots and 
commercial suites come with one parking bay 
each whereas the serviced apartments will 
come with two.
 Among the facilities available include water 
features, poolside cabanas, gym, meticulously 
designed play environments, banquet hall, BBQ 
facilities, and etc.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7045
CLASSIFICATION Commercial
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot PT50130 - PT50202, 
 Mukim Batu, Kuala Lumpur,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.219615, 101.646242)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM220 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 4Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 1Q 2023

DEVELOPER
Metropolitan Lake Development Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of MLD Group)
Tel: +603-7890 3200
E-mail: rachael.lua@mld.com.my
Web: https://keponggi.com.my/
Manager (Sales & Marketing): Ms Rachael Lua

ARCHITECT
ArchiCentre Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-5635 2455
E-mail: info@archicentre.com.my
Web: www.archicentre.com.my
Director: Dr Tan Loke Mun

C & S ENGINEER  
Perunding KCT Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7665 2778
E-mail: info@kct.consulting
Web: https://www.kct.consulting/
Managing Director: Ir Tan Kian Chuan

M & E ENGINEER  
Perunding Hashim & NEH Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-6206 0288
E-mail: phneh@phneh.com.my
Web: www.phneh.com
Director: Ir J Azhari Ishak

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
ELP Quantity Surveyors Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7988 0368
E-mail: kl@elpqs.com
Web: https://elpqs.com/
Director: Mr Andrew Ng

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Wong Brothers’ Building Construction Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-6250 1133
E-mail: purchasing102@wbbc.com.my
Executive Director: Mr C Ken Wong

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is Phase 1 of the 
14.6-acre Metropolitan Waterfront Masterplan 
project located next to the Kepong Metropolitan 
Park. Sprawling 6.8 acres of land across five 
unique business zones, it comprises 73 units 
of 3-storey retail shoplot with an open piazza 
concept. The units are available in three type 
with built-up areas of 22′×70′ (4,436sq ft), 
34′×70′ (6,203sq ft), and 40′×70′ (7,507sq ft). 
Its selling price is between RM2.8 million and 
RM4.28 million with 99 years leasehold.

Keponggi Square @ Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7050
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot 3666, 3667 and 3668, 
 Jalan Desa Kiara, Mukim Batu,  
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.166234, 101.643598)
APPROX. PROJECT COST >RM100 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 2Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2024

DEVELOPER
Kiaramas Development Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Asia Quest Group)
Tel: +603-2164 0858
E-mail: infogeng@asiaquest.com.my
Web: www.asiaquest.com.my

ARCHITECT
Urusreka Architect
Tel: +603-2164 0735
E-mail: urusreka@gmail.com
Web: www.asiaquest.com.my
Principal: Ar Woon Chung Neng

C & S ENGINEER  
TY Lin International Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7804 3313
E-mail: general@tylin.com.my
Web: www.tylin.com
Managing Director: Mr Alvin Ang

M & E ENGINEER  
Perunding JC Yeo Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-5162 1499
E-mail: pjcysb@gmail.com
Director: Mr Yeo Ka Chai

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Northcroft Lim Perunding Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603 7804 8136/6545
E-mail: northcroft@northcroft.com.my
Web: www.northcroft.com.my
Managing Director: Mr Foo Jin Ping

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To Be Appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development consists of three 
40-storey blocks housing 667 condominium 
units - Block A (229 units), Block B (219 units) 
and Block C (219 units) - atop a 6-storey 
podium with carparks and facilities on a 8.4-acre 
freehold site.

Kiaramas Dedaun @ Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7048
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Structural
LOCATION Lot 62141 and on part of 
 Lot 62170 ,Persiaran Residen,  
 Desa Parkcity, Mukim Batu, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.188647, 101.633138)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM770 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 3Q 2024

DEVELOPER
Perdana ParkCity Sdn Bhd
(A member of ParkCity Group)
Tel: +603-6280 8181
E-mail: sales@ppcity.com.my
Web: www.desaparkcity.com
Director (Project Management): Mr Peter Cheah

ARCHITECT  
ShafikZaman Architect
Tel: +603-7886 5538
E-mail: zulhilmy@shafikzaman.com
Architect: Mr Zulhilmy Mohd Salleh 

DESIGN ARCHITECT:
Pencil Office
Tel: +65-6220 4818
E-mail: info@penciloffice.com
Web: https://penciloffice.com/
FAIA & Founder: Mr Erik L’Heureux

C & S ENGINEER  
TDC Engineering Consultants Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-5124 0869/0863/0862
E-mail: general@tdceng.com.my
Director: Ir Cheah Chee Fong

M & E ENGINEER  
Ace Allied Consulting Engineers Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7887 9126
E-mail: info@acesb.com.my
Director: Ir Chan Chin Keong

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Baharuddin Ali & Low Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-9285 3744
E-mail: balow@balow.com.my
Web: www.balow.com.my
Director: Sr Mohd Asri Hassan

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
HAB Construction Sdn Bhd

Tel: +603-7957 5333
E-mail: enquiries@habc.com.my / 
habconstruction77@gmail.com
Web: www.habc.com.my
Managing Director: Mr Ong Kai Choon

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Situated on 4.55 acres of freehold land, 
proposed development comprises one block 

of 54-storey tower housing a total of 537 
serviced apartments. The units are available 
in five layouts and has built-up areas between 
1,109sq ft - 4,047sq ft with two to four 
bedrooms. The development offers a wide 
range of facilities including gym, barbecue 
area, swimming pools for kids and adults on 
the 8th floor of the podium, and a sprawling 
20,000sq ft Sky Garden.

Park Place@ Parkcity Town Centre, Desa Parkcity, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7049
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION PT 50023, Jalan Jalil Impian,   
 Mukim Petaling, Bukit Jalil, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.049493, 101.661199)
APPROX. PROJECT COST >RM100 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 2Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2024

DEVELOPER
Gaya Kuasa Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Juta Asia Corporation Sdn Bhd)
Tel: +603-9549 1283
E-mail: contactus@jutaasia.com.my
Web: http://jutaasia.com/
Chief Operating Officer: Mr Lai Soon Ming

ARCHITECT  
GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2095 9500
E-mail: info@gdparchitects.com
Web: www.gdparchitects.com
Managing Director: Mr Syed Sobri Syed Ismail

C & S ENGINEER  
Dr YG Tan Jurutera Perunding Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7981 0366
E-mail: drygtan@ygtec.my

Web: www.drygtan.com
Director: Ir Dr Tan Yean Guan

M & E ENGINEER  
Care of Developer

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Care of Developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To Be Appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development consists of two 
52-storey blocks with 1,260 serviced apartment 
units under RUMAWIP affordable housing 
scheme, to be developed in two phases. The 
units are sized 900 sq ft (3 bedrooms and 2 
bathrooms). Among facilities available include 
swimming pool, wading pool, multi-purpose hall, 
children playground, nursery, gymnasium, 2-tier 
security and etc.

Residensi Aman Jalil@ Bukit Jalil, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Residensi Piksel Permaisuri @ Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

PROJECT REF. 0821-7047
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION PT 9548 on part of Plot A - X,   
 Bandar Sri Permaisuri, 
 Mukim Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.102528, 101.705000)
APPROX. PROJECT COST Undisclosed
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2024

DEVELOPER
Kirana Kemajuan Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of The Shayher Group of 
Companies)
Tel: +603-7788 2228
E-mail: info@pixelcitysentral.com
Web: www.pixelcitysentral.com
Director: Mr Lee Tuan Khoon

ARCHITECT
KSKA Arkitek Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-4042 8988
Web: http://kskaarkitek.com
Principal: Ar Lim Siew Bok

C & S ENGINEER  
TP Ng Perunding
Tel: +603-9274 3890
E-mail: irtpng@yahoo.com
Principal: Ir Ng Teng Poh

M & E ENGINEER  
Perunding LY Sepakat Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7806 1907
E-mail: info@plysepakat.com
Web: http://plysepakat.com/
Engineer: Mr Kheng Chun Tat

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Care of Developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Care of Developer

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed leasehold development is part of 
Pixel City Sentral masterplan. It comprises 20 
serviced apartment units under the affordable 
housing scheme for civil servants (PPAM). 
These units are sized 982sq ft with 3 bedrooms 
and 2 bathrooms, priced from RM298,00.
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Tuai Residence @ Setia Alam, Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia.

PROJECT REF. 0721-7029
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Structural
LOCATION Lot PT 40261 (H.S.D 321509),  
 Mukim Bukit Raja, 
 Daerah Petaling, Seksyen U12,  
 Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.093103, 101.469541)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM190 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 1Q 2023

DEVELOPER
Suntrack Development Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-8318 3188 / 89
E-mail: sales@suntrack.com.my
Web: https://suntrack.com.my/
CEO: Mr James K K Tan

ARCHITECT  
T&T Architect Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7983 7082/7984 7082
E-mail: ttarchitec@gmail.com
Web: www.ttgroup.com.my
Principal: Ar Tung Mun Kiat

C & S ENGINEER  
Perunding Intask
Tel: +603-7728 7780
E-mail : perundingintask@gmail.com
Web: https://perundingintask.page.tl/
Principal: Ir Terence TS Chong

M & E ENGINEER  
D&O Konsultant Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7980 4702
E-mail: doksb88@gmail.com
Sr Mechanical Engineer: Mr Kok Teik Soon

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
ELP Quantity Surveyors Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7982 0362
E-mail: kl@elpqs.com
Web: www.elpqs.com
Director: Mr Andrew Ng

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Patamas Corporation (M) Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-5882 6956
Purchasing Dept: Mdm Rose

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development consists the construction 
and completion of a 29-storey residential tower 

situated on a 6.6 acres of freehold land. It 
comprises 330 condominium units, with built-up 
areas between 1,109 - 1,905sq ft and available 
in three layouts.
 It is considered one of the rare 

developments in the country with total 
application of Universal Design (UD). It also 
features various lifestyle facilities and has its 
own Care Office on site to cater to the wellness 
needs of the community.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7046
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION  Lot 20000 (Dahulunya Lot P.T 2), 
 Jalan Kolam Air 6, 
 Kampung Kasipillay, Seksyen 74,  
 Mukim Batu, Kuala Lumpur,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.174689, 101.685718)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM400 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2Q 2026

DEVELOPER  
Butirjaya Maxim Development Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Maxim Holdings Sdn Bhd)
Tel: +603-7886 5454
E-mail: sales@maximholdings.com.my
Web: www.maximholdings.com.my
Managing Director: Datuk Gan Seong Liam

ARCHITECT  
Perkhidmatan Akitek
Tel: +603-2273 4388
E-mail: parkitek@yahoo.com
Sr Architect: Mr Ahmad Fauwaz Muhamad

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera Perunding Awam YS Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7956 2233
E-mail: jpays@jpays.com.my
Lead Structural Engineer: Mr Kee Chuan Sheng

M & E ENGINEER  
Perunding Mektrik Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7957 7729/7957
E-mail: pmsb@mektrik.com.my
Principal Consultant: Mr AB Lim

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Jurukur Bahan FPS Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-9131 8787
E-mail: fps@fpsqs.com.my
Web: http://fpsqs.com.my/
Managing Director: Mr Tey Heong Tiong

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To Be Appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed affordable housing project consists 
of two residential blocks (39 and 40 storeys, 
respectively) with 818 leasehold serviced 
apartment units atop 7-storey podium. The units 

will have a built-up of 901sq ft (3 bedrooms and 
2 bathrooms).
 The development features an array of 
lifestyle facilities including a swimming pool, 
gazebo, children’s playground and gymnasium. 

It is complemented by easy access via Sentul 
Link, Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah & soon-to-be 
completed MRT2 station, and within vicinity of 
various shopping malls, restaurants, education 
institutions and etc.

Residensi Max @ Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7044
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION  Lot 10372, Genting Highlands,  
 Bentong, Pahang, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.373576, 101.770456)
APPROX. PROJECT COST Undisclosed
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 1Q 2026

DEVELOPER  
Tropicana Sierra Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Tropicana Corporation Berhad)
Tel: +603-7663 6888
E-mail: corpcomm@tropicanacorp.com.my
Web: www.tropicanacorp.com.my
Managing Director: Mr Dion Tan Yong Chien

ARCHITECT  
GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2095 9500
E-mail: info@gdparchitects.com
Web: www.gdparchitects.com
Managing Director: Mr Syed Sobri Syed Ismail

C & S ENGINEER  
Dr YG Tan Jurutera Perunding Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7981 0366
E-mail: drygtan@ygtec.my
Web: www.drygtan.com
Director: Ir Dr Tan Yean Guan

M & E ENGINEER  
Perunding Sepakat Ingenieur Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603- 7733 2655
E-mail: perundingsepakat@gmail.com
Director: Mr Chew Hoong Yew

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
KH Alliance Quantity Surveyors Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-4021 9332
E-mail: kha@kh-alliance.com.my
Owner: Mr Lim KH

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
China Construction Engineering (SEA) 
Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2714 2089
E-mail: cscec.malaysia@gmail.com
Web: https://cscec-sea.com/
Contract Manager: Mr Alex Lee

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is Phase 1 of Tropicana 

Grandhill township. It comprises two residential 
blocks with a total of 1,443 serviced apartment 
units atop a carpark and retail podium, to 
be developed in two phases. Current under 
construction is the 56-storey Block A, which 
houses 795 units in four layouts - studio (379 - 
395sq ft), 2-bedroom (564-756sq ft), 3-bedroom 
(946-968sq ft) and 4-bedroom (1,154-1,330sq 
ft).
 The development offers facilities such as 

heated swimming pool, wading pool, spring 
Jacuzzi, gazebo / cabana, children’s playground 
and playroom, multipurpose hall, games and 
multimedia rooms, yoga studio and gymnasium, 
and etc.
 The 112-acre freehold masterplan 
development comprises 6 key components 
which include serviced residences, commercial 
units, education facilities, wellness hub, 
recreational park and silver-hair village.

Twinpines Serviced Suites @ Tropicana Grandhill, Genting Highlands, 
Bentong, Pahang, Malaysia.
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EXHIBITIONS & CONFERENCES

6TH AFRIWOOD EAST AFRICA 2023
23 - 25 February 2023
www.expogr.com/tanzania/woodexpo/

ARCHXPO 2022
16 - 18 November 2022
http://archxpo.com.sg/

ASIAWATER 2022
07 - 09 December 2022
www.asiawater.org/

BAUMA 2022
24 - 30 October 2022
www.bauma.de/index-2.html

BAUMA CHINA 2022
22 - 25 November 2022
www.bauma-china.com/en/

BAUMA CONEXPO INDIA 2023
January 31 - February 03 2023
www.bcindia.com

BIEL LIGHT + BUILDING BUENOS
AIRES 2023
12 - 15 April 2023
http://biel-light-building.
ar.messefrankfurt.com/buenosaires/
en.html#acreditacion

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
TECHNOLOGY EXPO 2022
15 - 17 September 2022
https://bct-construction.com/

CAMBUILD 2022
16 - 18 November 2022
www.cambuildexpo.com/

CAMENERGY 2022
16 - 18 November 2022
www.camenergy.org/

DUBAI WOODSHOW 2023
07 - 09 March 2023
www.woodshowglobal.com/dubai

ECO EXPO ASIA 2022
14 – 24 December 2022
www.ecoexpoasia.com

ENGINEER 2023
06 - 09 September 2023
http://engineermalaysia.com.my/

EXPORT FURNITURE EXHIBITION 2023
09 - 12 March 2023
www.efe.my

HOMEDEC 2022 (Kuala Lumpur)
27 - 30 October 2022
http://homedec.com.my/

HOMEDEC 2022 (Penang)
30 September - 02 October 2022
http://homedec.com.my/

INDIAN CERAMICS ASIA 2023
15 - 17 February 2023
www.indian-ceramics.com/

INTERNATIONAL ENERGY
WEEK (IEW) 2022
22 - 24 November 2022
http://iew.my/

INTERNATIONAL GREENTECH &
ECO PRODUCTS EXHIBITION &
CONFERENCE MALAYSIA (IGEM) 2022
12 - 14 October 2022
www.igem.my

LAOBUILD 2022
20 - 22 October 2022
www.laobuild.com/

LIGHTING ASIA 2022
16 - 18 November 2022
https://architecturebuildingservices.com.sg/
events/ledlightasia-2/

MALAYSIAN INTERNATIONAL
FURNITURE FAIR (MIFF) 2023
01 - 04 March 2023
https://2023.miff.com.my/

MEGABUILD INDONESIA 2023
23 - 26 February 2023
https://megabuild.co.id/

MINING VIETNAM 2022
04 - 06 October 2022
http://miningvietnam.com/?lang=en

PISCINE GLOBAL EUROPE 2022
15 - 18 November 2022
www.piscine-global-europe.com/en

REVAC EXPO & FORUM 2022
07 - 09 November 2022
www.revac.org/

ROSBUILD 2023
28 February - 03 March 2023
www.rosbuild-expo.ru/en/

SMART HOME + CITY INDONESIA 2023
02 - 04 March 2023
www.smarthomecity-exhibition.net/

SMART NATION 2022 EXPO
27 - 29 September 2022
http://smartnationexpo.org/

SYDNEY BUILD 2023
06 - 07 March 2023
www.sydneybuildexpo.com/welcome

TENAGA EXPO & FORUM 2022
07 - 09 November 2022
www.tenaga.org/

THE TOTALLY CONCRETE EXPO 2023
27 - 29 June 2023
www.africanconstructionexpo.com/
totallyconcrete/

XIAMEN STONE FAIR 2023
26 - 29 March 2023
www.stonefair.org.cn/?lang=en

YAPI - TURKEYBUILD ISTANBUL 2023
26 − 29 April 2023
http://yapifuari.com.tr/Home
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      For advertising enquiries, please contact us at tel: +603-5631 9395 or e-m
ail to b-i@
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www.cscmalaysia.com
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www.swissma.com

Tormax Far East Sdn Bhd ...................................................................... 17 
www.tormax.com

UAC Bhd .................................................................................................. 01 
www.uac.com.my

24/7 DIGITAL ADVERTISING & BRANDING
When business is good, it pays to advertise; 
When business is bad, you’ve to advertise.

The Covid-19 pandemic have greatly affected business and how we Live, 
Work and Advertise; especially for the Building & Construction industry in 
Malaysia.

The new business model is cost effective DIGITAL ADVERTISING with focus on 
B&I’s EDM e-broadcast program for the promotion of your products, projects, 
events etc.

WHY GO DIGITAL with B&I 

1. One of our main assets is our COMPREHENSIVE database. Since 1991, we 
have been Compiling, Updating & Upgrading our Database from authoritative 
sources, such as PAM, CIDB, REHDA, MBAM, MIID, BMDAM, JKR etc. that 
includes Architects, Engineers, QS, Developers, Contractors etc.

2. IMAGINE 50,000 SALES VISITS per EDM within 24 hours, especially to 
those with new and ongoing projects. Accessible 24/7 anytime, anywhere, 
you do not need to wait for Trade Visitors or potential clients; we will bring 
your advertising message to their doorstep.

3. No additional cost in the printing & distribution of catalogues.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER:

a. 2 monthly EDM plus 
b. 1 full page color digital advertisement & editorial feature of your 

products.
c. Logo hyperlink of your website at B&I website for 3 months.

A single success will more than offset your advertising investment.

For advertising and editorial services please contact:
B&I WORLDWIDE SDN BHD: Josephine Lim
WhatsApp or Tel: 019-273 8333; E-mail: jo@b-i.biz Website: www.b-i.biz 

Stay Healthy & Safe, Thank you.
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Solid Stylish Security

SFA Series

 Looks good, durable security & maintenance free

 Various series & heights to suit your requirements

 Anti-Climb, Anti-Cut & Anti-Pest

 Galvanised or Powder Colour Coated

 Non-obligatory quotation; please state series, height, 
 perimeter & location

SERIES AVAILABLE: Anti-Climb, SFA, SFB, SFD and SFAV

Product Usage

3m Anti-Climb Series

Anti-Climb Series

SFD Series

SFA Series
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